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Chopra Coaching Certification Program Syllabus 

The Coaching Certification Program is the next step after completion of the Coaching 
Enrichment Program. This blended online program weaves together the coaching fundamentals 
and methods learned in the Coaching Enrichment Program and the practices learned as a Chopra 
Health and Meditation Teacher. The Coaching Program, led by Chopra Coaching Director, Pete 
Kirchmer with the teachings of Deepak Chopra and Chopra Educators is the only training 
program that builds upon the foundations of Ayurveda and Meditation, creating a 
comprehensive, personalized, and unique training program that leverages the latest in 
evolutionary and positive psychology, life coaching, and the 5,000-year-old wisdom traditions.  

Once the program begins on the scheduled start date, its contents will be released each week, by 
session. The Certification Program is a 12-week course. The program requires an average of six 
to eight hours a week commitment. In the Certification Program, you’ll continue to learn the 
Chopra coaching model including the four cornerstones – Purpose, Intention, Meaning, and 
Shadow. You'll have the opportunity to experience the cornerstone activities as a client, practice 
walking through the activity with your client, and connect with your cohort group and mentor 
coach along the way. You'll gain clarity around the type of business you want to create and learn 
how to find clients you're best suited to serve.  

After the program, you'll walk away with a strong sense of knowledge, maturity, ethical 
grounding, and a full coaching toolbox to draw on in your practice, plus the notable alignment 
with an international brand. Upon successful completion of your requirements for certification, 
you will be an internationally recognized Chopra Certified Total Well-Being Coach. See 
requirements below. 

The Certification Program includes: 

• Interactive lessons and coaching exercises
• Videos and engaging self-paced learning content
• Weekly session webinars with Chopra faculty
• Interactive peer cohort groups
• Weekly cohort group meetings with a Chopra mentor coach
• Discussion and community forums for reflection, engagement, and connection
• Weekly office hours with Chopra faculty
• Coaching demos
• Access to monthly Chopra Education group meditations
• Multiple choice assessment
• Practice coaching sessions with practice clients
• Video-based assessment with mentor coach feedback
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Course Overview 

Cornerstone: Purpose 

Clarify archetypes and legacy. Create a meaningful purpose statement to guide choices. 

Session 1: Purpose - Experience 

Experience being coached to connect with your true purpose. 

Session 2: Purpose - Structured 

Learn the methods behind delivering this experience to a client. 

Session 3: Purpose - Improv 

Learn how to improv coach around the theme of "Finding Dharma." 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Cornerstone: Intention 

Clarify a well-being vision and commit to achieving it through specific consistent actions. 

Session 4: Intention - Experience 

Experience being coached to fulfill your desires by getting clear on what you want and setting 
goals. 

Session 5: Intention - Structured 

Learn the methods behind delivering this experience to a client. 

Session 6: Intention - Improv 

Learn how to improv coach around the theme of "Powers of Intention." 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Cornerstone: Meaning 

Identify and shift conditioned, limiting beliefs to view life through a more expanded and 
optimistic lens. 

Session 7: Meaning - Experience 

Experience being coached to shift your perspectives and expand your awareness. 
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Session 8: Meaning - Structured 

Learn the methods behind delivering this experience to a client. 

Session 9: Meaning - Improv 

Learn how to improv coach around the theme of "The Stories We Tell Ourselves." 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Cornerstone: Shadow 

Recognize and clear subconscious judgments, painful emotions, and internal blocks. 

Session 10: Shadow - Experience 

Experience being coached to befriend all aspects of yourself without judgment—taking a deep 
and honest inventory of what you find along the way. 

Session 11: Shadow - Structured 

Learn the methods behind delivering this experience to a client. 

Session 12: Shadow - Improv 

Learn how to improv coach around the theme of "Shadow Work". 

Program Commitments 

Completing these commitments will average an estimated six to eight hours per week (or average 
of 60 minutes a day). 

• Read the written content in each session, including resources.
• View video content and listen to audio content in each session.
• Participate in live webinars with Chopra faculty (webinars are recorded).
• Connect with your peers and cohort group through the community discussion forums.
• Attend weekly cohort group meetings with a Chopra mentor coach (meetings are

recorded).
• Participate in weekly office hours.
• Complete practice coaching sessions with practice clients.
• Prepare for and complete certification completion requirements (see below).
• Integrate coaching methodologies and practices.
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Certification Completion Requirements 

• Completion of the Chopra Coaching Enrichment and Certification Programs.

• Read, watch, and complete all lessons and exercises in each session.

• Complete ten practice coaching sessions with three practice clients or with 2 practice
clients and one triad group. The ten practice coaching sessions include: one 45-minute
intake session, eight 45-minute practice coaching sessions, and one 45- minute conclusion
session per practice client/triad group.

• Submit a practice coaching log when all sessions with three practice clients or with 2
practice clients and one triad group are completed, totaling an amount of 30 sessions. A
practice coaching log will be provided in the program.

• Complete and pass a final online, multiple-choice assessment at the end of the
Certification Program.

• Submit and pass one 30-minute practice coaching video assessment. Participants will
receive feedback via conference from a Chopra mentor coach.

Certification is official upon satisfactory completion of requirements. All requirements must be 
completed and passed. Requirements for certification can be completed and passed up to 12 
months from the scheduled start date of the Coaching Certification Program.  

The Health and Meditation certification requirements must also be completed and passed to 
receive a Chopra Total Well-Being Coach certificate. Participants will receive a certificate of 
completion when all requirements are finalized. 

Session Live Webinars 

There are weekly session live video conference webinars (90-minute sessions). The video 
conferences are highly interactive instructor-led live webinars, often including breakout rooms 
and group exercises. Participation in the interactive webinars are an important part of the 
learning and coaching experience. The webinars are recorded and will be available for later 
review. If you miss the live webinars, it is recommended to watch the video recording and then 
schedule a time to complete the exercise in the webinar with a member of your cohort group. 

To get the best experience from your Coaching program, complete each e-learning session 
before its corresponding webinar.  

Participants can post questions in the forums prior or after the live webinars. Please note, a 
certain amount of questions will be answered within the duration of the scheduled webinars. A 
schedule of the webinars is provided at the start of the program. If questions are well outside of 
the scope of the program content or can be easily found in course materials, you may be 
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redirected. The video conferences are hosted through Zoom meetings, participants are 
encouraged to participate with their web camera, microphone, and speakers (optional). 

Community Discussion Forums and Cohort Groups 

Many students report that the sense of like-minded community among participants is one of 
their most treasured features of their Chopra educational experience. There are robust social and 
community forums in the course where you can start threads to connect with program peers. 

Participants will be assigned to a cohort group, and we recommend that you engage and interact 
with your group to discuss course content and reflect about your course experience via the 
forums and meetings. In the Certification Program, each cohort group will meet weekly with a 
Chopra mentor coach. The weekly meetings will reinforce what you’ve learned in each session, 
get support to confidently deliver and learn from practice coaching sessions, give and receive 
support from you cohort peers, and receive coaching around the challenges and breakthroughs 
you’re experiencing in the program. A schedule will be provided during the program. The weekly 
meeting sessions are hosted through Zoom. 

Office Hours 

Office Hours are provided weekly to participants and hosted by Chopra faculty. This is a great 
opportunity for participants to ask program questions and learn from the questions of their 
peers. A schedule will be provided at the start of the program. The sessions are hosted through 
Zoom meetings. 

Group Meditation Sessions 

The online group meditation sessions are an opportunity for program training participants and 
the global community of certified teachers to connect in the stillness and silence of meditation. A 
schedule will be provided at the start of the program. The video conference sessions are hosted 
through Zoom. 
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Recommended Reading 

There is no additional reading or books required to complete the Certification Program. We 
recommend the following books to compliment the program experience. Spontaneous Fulfilment 
of Desire and Way of the Wizard by Deepak Chopra, The Mindful Coach by Doug Silsbee and 
Becoming a Professional Life Coach by Patrick Williams and Diane Menendez. 

Basic Technical Requirements 

The basic equipment needed for the online course is an updated computer or mobile device, 
strong internet access, microphone, speakers, and web camera. You may enjoy the course 
experience from a desktop, tablet, or smart mobile device. All devices will need the most current 
and up to date versions per device manufacturer. Participants are responsible to operate, 
maintain, and update their device. The best experience is using a desktop or laptop with an 
updated Chrome browser. 

The program video conferences and webinars with Chopra faculty are through Zoom, the 
application will need to be downloaded to a device to use. Video conferences and webinars can 
also be accessed by phone. 

Terms of Use 

Lifetime access to the program is included with enrollment. You can view the Chopra Terms of 
Use on chopra.com. As a program training participant and Chopra Certified Teacher and Coach, it 
is important that you review the terms.  

Information is subject to change. 

https://chopra.com/terms-of-use
https://chopra.com/terms-of-use



